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ABSTRACT
The theory for single stellar evolution predicts a gap in the mass distribution of black holes (BHs)
between approximately 45–130 M, the so-called “pair-instability mass gap”. We examine whether
BHs can pollute the gap after accreting from a stellar companion. To this end, we simulate the
evolution of isolated binaries using a population synthesis code, where we allow for super-Eddington
accretion. Under our most extreme assumptions, we find that at most about 2% of all merging binary
BH systems contains a BH with a mass in the pair-instability mass gap, and we find that less than
0.5% of the merging systems has a total mass larger than 90 M. We find no merging binary BH
systems with a total mass exceeding 100 M. We compare our results to predictions from several
dynamical pathways to pair-instability mass gap events and discuss the distinguishable features. We
conclude that the classical isolated binary formation scenario will not significantly contribute to the
pollution of the pair-instability mass gap. The robustness of the predicted mass gap for the isolated
binary channel is promising for the prospective of placing constraints on (i) the relative contribution
of different formation channels, (ii) the physics of the progenitors including nuclear reaction rates, and
(iii), tentatively, the Hubble parameter.
Keywords: Binary black holes, Accretion, Eddington limit, Pair-instability, Gravitational wave sources
1. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational-wave detections are starting to reveal
the properties of the population of merging binary black
holes (BBHs). From the first gravitational-wave detec-
tions we learned that heavy black holes with masses
& 30 M exist (Abbott et al. 2016a; Abbott et al.
2019a,b), which is well above the typical mass for BHs
found in X-ray binaries in our galaxy (e.g. O¨zel et al.
2010; Farr et al. 2011).
These gravitational-wave detections yield unique in-
formation about the physics that governed the lives and
deaths of their massive stellar progenitors. The first ten
gravitational-wave detections already support a dearth
of BBH mergers with component masses greater than
45 M (Fishbach & Holz 2017; Abbott et al. 2019b). It
has been suggested that this dearth can be attributed to
so-called Pair-instability supernova (or PISN, Belczyn-
ski et al. 2016b; Woosley 2017; Stevenson et al. 2019).
The theory of stellar evolution predicts that massive
stars can end their lives as BHs with masses up to
about MBH,max ≈ 45 M (e.g. Heger & Woosley 2002;
Woosley et al. 2002; Woosley 2017; Farmer et al. 2019;
Renzo et al. 2020). Progenitor stars with initial masses
between 100 M and 140 M which potentially produce
BHs with masses above MBH,max ≈ 45 M, become un-
stable due to the production of electron-positron pairs
in their cores. This leads to the explosive ignition of
oxygen, resulting in complete disintegration of the star
in a pair-instability supernova (PISN, Fowler & Hoyle
1964; Rakavy & Shaviv 1967; Barkat et al. 1967; Fra-
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ley 1968). Photodisintegration prevents the explosion
of the most massive progenitors, with final helium cores
of MHe & 130 M, thus allowing for BH formation with
masses in excess of 130 M (e.g. Bond et al. 1982; Heger
& Woosley 2002). Stellar theory thus predicts a gap in
the black hole mass function between approximately 45
and 130 M, referred to as the pair-instability supernova
mass gap (or PISN mass gap).
Farmer et al. (2019) and Renzo et al. (2020) show that
the predictions for the existence and the location of the
pair-instability mass gap are remarkably robust. How-
ever, uncertainties in the nuclear reaction rates have a
significant effect on MBH,max, though they merely shift
the location of the gap, and do not affect its existence.
The fact that a robust and quantitative prediction ex-
ists for the final remnant masses of very massive stars
is remarkable given how little is known about the lives
of the most massive stars.
This prediction of a gap leads to many applications
of MBH,max. For example, Farr et al. (2019) (follow-
ing Schutz 1986; Holz & Hughes 2005) argue that if
the BH mass distribution is truly shaped by PISN,
MBH,max could be used as a standard siren for cosmol-
ogy. Farmer et al. (2020, in prep.) show that the
location of MBH,max can be used to constrain stellar
physics, in particular the uncertain nuclear reaction rate
of 12C(α, γ)16O. It has also been suggested that the ex-
istence of a mass gap can help to determine the relative
contribution of different formation channels to the over-
all population of BBHs (Sedda et al. 2020; Baibhav et al.
2020).
1.1. The scope of this work
In this work, we consider the possibility of forming
BBH mergers where at least one of the components has
a mass within the PISN mass gap, which we will refer to
as “PISN mass gap events” hereafter, via the classic iso-
lated binary channel. The classical isolated binary evo-
lution channel for BBH mergers considers the evolution
of stars that are born as members of an isolated binary
system and experience a common-envelope (CE) phase
(Postnov & Yungelson 2014; Belczynski et al. 2016a; El-
dridge & Maund 2016; Lipunov et al. 2017).
We compare our results to predictions from dynamical
pathways to PISN mass gap events. For this purpose,
we adapt an existing population synthesis code, and
we allow BHs to accrete mass from a stellar companion
assuming the Eddington accretion rate can be exceeded
during either a stable mass-transfer phase or during a
common envelope event. We investigate the implications
for the final masses of the merging BBH population.
This paper is structured as follows: we give an
overview of different pathways to PISN mass gap events
in Section 2. We describe our simulations in Section
3. The resulting predictions for populations of BHs are
presented in Section 4. We compare our results to pre-
dictions from dynamical pathways to PISN mass gap
events and discuss the distinguishable features in Sec-
tion 5. We then discuss the robustness of our results in
Section 6, and provide a summary of our conclusions in
Section 7.
2. FORMING PISN MASS GAP EVENTS
The formation of BBH mergers can be broadly divided
into two channels, those originating from isolated binary
evolution, and those that require dynamical interaction.
We provide a brief overview of how each channel may
contribute to the pollution of the PISN mass gap.
2.1. Forming PISN mass gap events through the
classic isolated binary channel
In this paper we investigate whether the classical iso-
lated binary evolution channel can contribute to the rate
of PISN mass gap events. The first born BH in the clas-
sical isolated binary evolution channel may accrete mass
from its companion star as this star evolves and swells
to fill its Roche lobe.
In most population synthesis simulations of compact
object mergers, accretion onto the compact object is as-
sumed to be limited by the Eddington rate (e.g. Bel-
czynski et al. 2002; Vigna-Go´mez et al. 2018; Neijssel
et al. 2019; Spera et al. 2019). Though exceptions ex-
ist, see for example Belczynski et al. (2008) and Mondal
et al. (2019).
The Eddington rate is defined as the threshold where
radiation pressure from the accretion luminosity halts
the inflow of material in the case of spherical accretion.
Assuming pure hydrogen accretion;
M˙Edd =
4piG mp M
 c σT
≈ 10−8
(
M
M
) [
M
yr
]
, (1)
with G the gravitational constant, mp the proton mass,
M the mass of the accreting object, c the speed of light,
and σT the Thompson scattering cross section (Edding-
ton 1926). We have assumed an accretion efficiency of
 = 0.1 (Frank et al. 2002).
When considering BHs that can accrete from a com-
panion star, the duration of the mass transfer phase
is typically short (at most of the order of the thermal
timescale of the donor star in the case of stable mass
transfer and of the order of the dynamical timescale
during a common envelope inspiral) and never longer
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than about 10 Myr, which is longer than the typical
lifetime of massive stars. For these short durations the
Eddington limit poses a very severe restriction on the
amount of mass that a BH can accrete, as Eq. 1 shows.
For example, a typical BH of MBH ≈ 10 M cannot
accrete more than a solar mass in 10 Myr if its accretion
is limited at the Eddington rate.
Whether or not the Eddington rate poses an abso-
lute limit to the rate at which BHs can accrete is mat-
ter of debate. First of all, it is based on several ideal-
ized assumptions, such as spherical accretion, that are
typically not valid. If a BH accretes through a ‘slim’
accretion disk, the photons may escape without pre-
venting accretion onto the BH (e.g. Abramowicz et al.
1988; Jiang et al. 2014; Madau et al. 2014; Volonteri
et al. 2015). At high accretion rates, larger than ap-
proximately 10 × M˙edd, photons may be trapped, and
advected into the black hole (e.g. Popham et al. 1999;
Wyithe & Loeb 2012; Sadowski & Narayan 2015; In-
ayoshi et al. 2016). It is uncertain how accretion pro-
ceeds in such cases, but Inayoshi et al. (2016) argue that
mass accretion in excess of 5000 times the Eddington ac-
cretion rate could occur, and can proceed stably.
Secondly, super-Eddington accretion has been sug-
gested as the most natural explanation for a wide range
of astronomical phenomena. For example in the context
of the rapid growth of super-massive BHs in galactic
nuclei (e.g. Volonteri & Rees 2005; Pezzulli et al. 2016;
Johnson & Haardt 2016, and references therein). But
also in the case of ultra luminous X-ray pulsars (Bachetti
et al. 2014; Israel et al. 2017) and the galactic source SS
433 (see Fabrika 2004, for a review).
The uncertainties related to the applicability of the
Eddington rate pose an uncertainty on the predictions
for binary black hole populations and therefore on the
robustness of the prediction of the existence of the PISN
mass gap. In this work we consider whether and how
the possibility of super-Eddington accretion can lead to
PISN mass gap events.
2.2. Pathways to pollute the PISN mass gap requiring
dynamical interaction
Various other pathways have been proposed to create
PISN mass gap events. Here, we provide a brief overview
of these potential alternative pathways.
2.2.1. Consecutive mergers of BHs
The pathway that has been most extensively studied
so far with regards to PISN mass gap events involves
multiple consecutive mergers of BHs. These may occur
in very dense environments where the escape velocities
are large, and BBH can form dynamically. High es-
cape velocities are required to retain the BBH-merger
product within the formation environment, thereby en-
abling a consecutive BH merger (Schnittman & Buo-
nanno 2007; Baker et al. 2007). Gerosa & Berti (2019)
estimate that an escape speed of about & 50 km s−1 is
required to produce PISN mass gap events through con-
secutive BH mergers. Promising sites are nuclear star
clusters (Antonini et al. 2019) and the disks of active
galactic nuclei (McKernan et al. 2014, 2018; Secunda
et al. 2019; Secunda et al. 2020), where BHs may as-
semble in migration traps (Bellovary et al. 2016; Yang
et al. 2019; McKernan et al. 2020b).
Globular clusters have also been proposed as sites to
create PISN mass gap events through consecutive merg-
ers (Rodriguez et al. 2019). However, their contribution
may be low due to their low escape velocities. Globular
clusters can only contribute significantly to the produc-
tion of PISN mass gap events if the BHs are born with
low spin (Rodriguez et al. 2019), which minimizes the
BBH merger-recoil.
2.2.2. Fallback of a H-rich envelope
An alternative idea involves a star with a final He core
mass just below the limit for pulsational pair-instability,
i.e. with MHe . 35 M, and an overmassive hydrogen-
rich envelope (Woosley et al. 2007; Spera et al. 2019).
If such a star would (i) retain a hydrogen envelope that
is substantially more massive than 10 M until its final
stages, and (ii) the envelope of this star would fall onto
the BH, then the total mass of the resulting BH could
exceed the PISN limit.
Woosley et al. (2007) find BH masses of up to 65 M
in their models for single stars, when assuming strongly
reduced stellar winds and complete fallback of the hy-
drogen envelope. Di Carlo et al. (2019b) propose to pro-
duce hydrogen-rich progenitors with core masses near
the PISN limit through the merger of two stars in a
binary system (see also Di Carlo et al. 2019a; Vigna-
Go´mez et al. 2019; Mapelli et al. 2020). They argue
that such stellar mergers may be prevalent in globular
clusters as the result of dynamical encounters.
To be detectable as a PISN mass gap event, these BHs
need to pair up with another BH, which may be possi-
ble inside young stellar clusters (Di Carlo et al. 2019a,b).
The predictions for this channel are considered to be un-
certain because these stellar mergers are not well under-
stood (Justham et al. 2014; Menon & Heger 2017) and
since it is unclear whether the hydrogen envelope will
fall back onto the BH (e.g. Nadezhin 1980; Lovegrove &
Woosley 2013; Wu et al. 2018).
2.2.3. Accretion from the interstellar medium
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Roupas & Kazanas (2019) explore the limits of BHs
fed by the interstellar medium (ISM), based on ear-
lier work from Leigh et al. (2013). They assume that
BHs in young stellar clusters accrete all the gas from
their formation environment. These BHs subsequently
form BBH pairs in the cluster through dynamical in-
teractions.Their simulations suggest that it is possible
to populate the PISN mass gap through this pathway,
although their results depend heavily on the assumed
cluster mass and gas density, as well as the gas deple-
tion time-scale.
2.2.4. Primordial BHs
So far we have implicitly assumed the BHs to be of
stellar origin. BHs have been hypothesized to be of pri-
mordial nature, in which case they are formed as a re-
sult of fluctuations in the early Universe (Zel’dovich &
Novikov 1966; Hawking 1971). In principle, such BHs
could populate the PISN mass gap, since there is no
reason to expect a sudden absence or reduction of BHs
in this mass range (Carr 1975; Bird et al. 2016; Sasaki
et al. 2016; Raidal et al. 2017; Dvorkin et al. 2018). Pri-
mordial BHs also have to dynamically find a companion
BH to form a PISN mass gap event.
3. METHOD
For this study we use the rapid population synthesis
code that is part of the COMPAS suite. A full description
of the code can be found in Stevenson et al. (2017);
Vigna-Go´mez et al. (2018); Broekgaarden et al. (2019).
Here we give a brief summary with an emphasis on the
physics relevant for this study.
3.1. Initial parameters
We assume the masses of the initially more massive
stellar components (the primary M1) are distributed fol-
lowing a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function and draw
masses in the range 20 - 150 M. The binary systems
are assumed to follow a uniform distribution of mass ra-
tios (0.001 . q = M2/M1 < 1.0) where the lower limit
is set by the minimum mass of the initially less massive
component (the secondary component, M2 ≥ 0.1 M).
The initial binary separations are furthermore assumed
to follow a distribution of orbital separations that is flat
in the logarithm (O¨pik 1924) in the range 0.01 − 1000
AU. Binary systems that fill their Roche lobe at zero age
main sequence are discarded. All simulations assume a
metallicity of Z = 0.001, chosen to represent a typical
low metallicity environment in which heavy black holes
can form (Belczynski et al. 2010a; Stevenson et al. 2017)
and to be consistent with Farmer et al. (2019). In Sec-
tion 4.4, we discuss why adopting a single metallicity is
sufficient for the purposes of this study.
To optimize computing time, we use the adaptive sam-
pling algorithm STROOPWAFEL (Broekgaarden et al. 2019)
to draw the initial parameters of the binaries. This algo-
rithm consists of an exploration phase to draw massive
binaries directly from their initial birth distributions.
After this, systems are drawn from reweighted distribu-
tions to optimize for the number of systems that end as a
BBH that will merge within a Hubble time. In total we
evolve 106 binaries for each considered model variation.
This results in approximately 1.4× 105 BBH systems in
each model.
3.2. Evolution and mass loss
We model the evolution of individual binary systems
with the algorithms by Hurley et al. (2000, 2002) based
on evolutionary models by Pols et al. (1995). We ac-
count for stellar wind mass loss following Vink et al.
(2000, 2001), Hamann & Koesterke (1998) and Vink
& de Koter (2005), and we assume enhanced mass loss
rates in the regime of luminous blue variables following
Belczynski et al. (2010b).
3.2.1. Compact objects and supernova kicks
The remnant mass is modeled as a function of the
estimated carbon-oxygen (CO) core mass at the moment
of core collapse (MCO). For MCO < 30 M we use
the delayed model from Fryer et al. (2012) to determine
the remnant masses. For MCO > 30 M we use the
remnant mass prescription from Farmer et al. (2019)
to account for the effects of pair pulsations and pair-
instability supernovae (see Appendix C for a comparison
of these two prescriptions). With this implementation
the lower edge of the pair-instability mass gap is located
at MBH,max ≈ 43.5 M, for a metallicity Z = 0.001.
To model supernova kicks, we draw kick velocities with
random isotropic orientations and kick magnitudes from
a Maxwellian distribution (Hobbs et al. 2005). BH kicks
are subsequently reduced. For BHs resulting from pro-
genitors with MCO < 30 M at the moment of core-
collapse, BH kicks are reduced by the amount of mass
falling back onto them during the explosion mechanism,
following Fryer et al. (2012). Since the most massive
BHs are thought to form without a supernova explosion,
we assume no supernova kick occurs for BHs resulting
from progenitors with MCO > 30 M.
3.2.2. Mass transfer
We account for mass transfer when a star overflows
its Roche lobe, where the Roche-lobe radius is approxi-
mated following Eggleton (1983). To determine whether
Roche-lobe overflow is stable we use an estimate for the
response of the radius of the donor star and its Roche
PISN mass gap events from isolated binaries 5
lobe as a result of mass transfer (see e.g. Vigna-Go´mez
et al. 2018, and references therein).
During stable mass transfer onto a stellar companion
we assume that the accretion rate is limited to at most
ten times the thermal rate of the accreting star (Neo
et al. 1977; Hurley et al. 2002). Material lost from the
system is assumed to carry the specific orbital angular
momentum of the accreting star (e.g. Soberman et al.
1997; van den Heuvel et al. 2017).
Unstable mass transfer is assumed to result in CE evo-
lution (Paczyn´ski 1970; Ivanova et al. 2013). Successful
CE ejection is allowed for donor stars that are in the
Hertzsprung gap (the optimistic approach to CE, fol-
lowing Belczynski et al. 2020).This is consistent with
Stevenson et al. (2019). We assume this shrinks the or-
bit following the α, λ formalism as proposed by Webbink
(1984) and de Kool (1990), using the fits provided by Xu
& Li (2010a,b) that account for the internal energy of
the envelope. If the donor star overflows its Roche lobe
directly following a CE event, we assume the binary was
not able to eject its envelope and presume the system
ends as a stellar merger.
3.3. Treatment of black hole accretion in this study
Here we consider different modes where we allow for
the possibility of super-Eddington accretion onto BHs,
as we describe below. We adopt the assumption of Ed-
dington limited accretion in what we will refer to as our
fiducial simulation (model 0). Specifically, we limit the
accretion onto compact objects to the Eddington rate as
given in Eq. 1.
In our first model variation (model 1) we allow for
super-Eddington accretion during phases of stable mass
transfer when the accretor is a BH. We consider the
extreme limit where the black hole accretes all the mass
provided by the donor star.
In our second model variation (model 2), we con-
sider the accretion of mass onto BHs during the in-
spiral phase of a CE event. Following the arguments
first presented in Chevalier (1993); Brown (1995); Bethe
& Brown (1998) and later MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz
(2015), the mass accreted by the BH, ∆Macc, can be
estimated as Hoyle-Littleton accretion rate M˙HL times
the duration of the inspiral time, ∆tinsp. This gives
∆Macc ≈ M˙HL ∆tinsp ≈ MBH,birth ·Mcomp
2 (MBH,birth +Mcomp)
, (2)
where MBH,birth is the birth mass of the BH and Mcomp
is the mass of the companion. Equation 2 approximates
the inspiral time as the ratio of the orbital energy to
the drag luminosity (i.e. Iben & Livio 1993). Unlike
MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz (2015), we do not restrict the
accreted mass due to microphysics or the envelope struc-
ture, implying that our estimates for the final BH masses
can be taken as extreme upper limits.
Lastly, we also run a combined model (model 3) which
allows for super-Eddington accretion onto BHs during
both stable mass-transfer phases and CE phases.
The assumptions adopted in our model variations are
extreme by design. This allows us to place an upper
limit on the masses that stellar-mass BHs can reach.
These assumptions are intended to provide upper limits
to the contribution of the isolated binary evolutionary
channel to PISN gap merger events.
We refer to our first model variation as model 1: ‘sta-
ble accretion model’, and to our second model variation
as model 2: ‘CE accretion model’. The combined model
variation is referred to as model 3: ‘combined model’.
Throughout this paper we will use ‘PISN mass gap
systems’ as a shorthand for BBH systems with at least
one component with MBH > MBH,max. If a PISN gap
system will merge within a Hubble time due to gravita-
tional waves, we refer to it as a ‘PISN mass gap event’.
We adopt MBH,max = 45 M for the lower edge of
the PISN mass gap. This value is slightly higher than
the MBH,max resulting from the simulations by Farmer
et al. (2019) at Z = 0.001, whose prescriptions we adopt
to model the final remnant masses. MBH,max = 45 M
is thus chosen to represent a conservative limit for the
lower edge of the PISN mass gap. This value is also
consistent with the limit used by Fishbach et al. (2020).
4. RESULTS
We describe our results for the individual component
masses of BBH systems in Section 4.1, and the effect
on the mass ratios in Section 4.3. The distribution of
total BBH masses is discussed in Section 4.2, and the
estimated merger rates in Section 4.4.
4.1. Component masses
Figure 1 shows the distribution of individual BH
masses for our fiducial (model variation 0), stable accre-
tion (model variation 1) and CE accretion model (model
variation 2). The top row of Figure 1 shows a cartoon
depiction of the model variations considered here. The
primary BH mass, MBH,1, refers to the mass of the BH
that originates from the initially more massive star in
the binary system. Similarly the secondary BH mass,
MBH,2, refers to the mass of the BH that originates from
the initially less massive star. The middle row displays
all BBHs resulting from our simulations, while the bot-
tom row focuses on BBH systems that merge within a
Hubble time due to gravitational-wave emission.
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0 Fiducial
Eddington limited
1  Stable accretion
Super Eddington accretion
2 Common envelope accretion
Super Eddington accretion
Figure 1. Top: Cartoon depictions of the BH accretion phase of binary evolution that is varied between the simulations.
Middle: The final component masses of the simulated BBH systems for the fiducial population (left column), the BH population
that accretes at super-Eddington rates during stable mass transfer (middle column), and the BH population that accretes during
CE events (right column). The light blue shaded region bordered by dotted blue lines indicates the approximate location of
the PISN mass gap. Colors indicate the amount of mass accreted by one of the BH components. Gray dots are systems where
the BHs did not accrete any mass. The black dotted line shows where MBH,1 = MBH,2. Bottom: same as middle, but only
including the BHs that merge within a Hubble time. Note that the BHs as shown are all those that occur in our simulations;
they are not weighted by their formation probability.
BBH systems are shown as gray points unless the first
born BH accreted from its companion. For the latter
systems, the colors indicate the amount of mass that is
accreted by the first born BH through accretion from its
stellar companion, ∆Macc.
We furthermore estimate the fraction of BBHs with at
least one component more massive than 30 and 45 M,
denoted as f30 and f45 respectively. We also quote the
maximum mass for individual BHs (MBH,max) created
in our simulations. The results for all three model vari-
ations as discussed below are summarized in Table 1.
4.1.1. Fiducial model
The fiducial population does not produce any BBH
systems with component masses above MBH,max =
45 M (i.e. f45 = 0%), in agreement with earlier stud-
ies (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2016b; Stevenson et al. 2019).
This can be seen in the left-most column of Figure 1
and in Table 1. In practice we find no BHs more mas-
sive than MBH ≈ 43 M, which is the limit set by the
remnant mass function as adopted in this work (see Ap-
pendix C).
We see that BBHs that have accreted mass (blue
points in the left column of Figure 1) span the whole
mass range, but have a slight preference for equal mass
ratios. BHs that are part of a merging BBH system
prefer lower primary BH masses, MBH,1. The BBH
systems with the lowest mass MBH,1 primarily result
from systems that interacted early on in their stellar
evolution. Further substructure in the MBH,1, MBH,2
distribution is caused by their origin from different evo-
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Table 1. Comparison of the full population of BBH (All) and the subset of those that merge within a Hubble time (Merging).
We provide the maximum BH (MBH,max) for individual BHs and the fractions of BBHs with at least one component more
massive than 30 and 45 M ( f30 and f45, respectively). The errors shown are an estimate of the 1–σ errors that result from
the statistical sampling uncertainty, see Appendix B for the derivation.
All Merging
f30 f45 MBH,max f30 f45 MBH,max
Model % % ( M) % % ( M)
0. Fiducial 35.5 ± 0.4 0.0 43 10.7 ± 0.1 0.0 42
1. Stable super-Eddington 44.0 ± 0.5 20.3 ± 0.2 103 7.89 ± 0.1 0.13 ± 0.03 90
2. Common envelope accretion 36.6 ± 0.4 0.63 ± 0.01 57 14.8 ± 0.1 1.33 ± 0.05 57
3. Combined 46.1 ± 0.4 20.7 ± 0.2 103 16.8 ± 0.1 2.35 ± 0.06 90
lutionary channels (see e.g. Dominik et al. 2012, for a
discussion of different evolutionary channels).
The fraction systems containing a heavy BH, f30, is
about a third for the full population and one tenth for
the population that merges. These values are relatively
large, this results from the fact that we have assumed a
low value for the metallicity Z = 0.001, which leads to
reduced mass loss through stellar winds and the forma-
tion of heavier black holes. This has been pointed out
in earlier studies (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2010b; Stevenson
et al. 2017).
The Eddington limit severely restricts the amount of
mass that is accreted, ∆Macc, and BHs accrete less than
about 0.01 M in this model. This confirms that ac-
cretion cannot lead to PISN mass gap systems in the
fiducial model.
The results obtained with our fiducial model are very
similar to those presented in Stevenson et al. (2019),
who also used the COMPAS suite, with very similar as-
sumptions and initial conditions. Small differences arise
from the different treatment of pulsational mass loss and
PISNe, which are discussed in Section 3 and Appendix
C).
4.1.2. Model variation 1: Stable Accretion
Our first model variation, where we allow for super-
Eddington accretion rates during stable mass transfer,
is shown in the central column of Figure 1. The pop-
ulation of BHs experiencing stable mass accretion ac-
cretes between 0.1 and approximately 63 M, placing
many BHs in the PISN mass gap. Note that the progen-
itors of accreting BHs are commonly the initially more
massive stars, since these typically evolve on a shorter
timescale. We find that approximately one fifth of all
systems have at least one BH more massive than 45 M,
i.e. f45 ≈ 20%.
The maximum amount of mass that BHs can accrete
is limited by the available matter rather than the accre-
tion rate in this model. In practice the available matter
equals the mass of the donor’s envelope. The theoret-
ical maximum for the most massive BH in this model
variation is therefore the maximum mass of a BH at
birth, plus the maximum envelope mass of the compan-
ion. The most massive BH formed in this simulation is
just over 100 M (i.e., MBH,max ≈ 103 M), but we note
that for the most extreme masses, our simulations are
affected by uncertainties resulting from sampling effects.
The distribution shows a clear upward diagonal trend,
similar to the fiducial simulation but shifted to higher
masses for MBH,1. This can be understood when consid-
ering that higher-mass BHs generally come from higher-
mass progenitors, which typically have higher-mass com-
panions. Higher-mass companions typically have more
massive envelopes and thus have more mass available to
donate to the first born BH, leading to a larger amount
of accreted mass, ∆Macc, and a higher-mass primary
BH, MBH,1. At the same time, the higher-mass com-
panions have larger cores and result in higher-mass sec-
ondary BHs, MBH,2. Thus, the accreted mass (∆Macc)
scales with the final mass of the secondary BH, MBH,2.
Outliers to this main trend exist, as can be seen in
the central column, middle row of Figure 1 around
MBH,1 ≈ MBH,2 ≈ 50 M, and around MBH,1 ≈ 75 M
with MBH,2 ≤ 25 M. In these cases, the massive stel-
lar progenitor of the BH has already lost most of its
envelope due to winds. This occurs in systems where
the mass transfer happens at a later evolutionary stage
of the donor star (i.e., case C mass transfer, Lauterborn
1970).
For conservative mass transfer, as we assume for ac-
creting BHs in this model variation, mass and angular
momentum conservation dictate that the binary orbit
widens when the donor is less massive than the accre-
tor, i.e. when the mass ratio is reversed (e.g. Soberman
et al. 1997). This is also true when we consider lower ac-
cretion efficiencies and assume that the mass that is not
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accreted is lost with the specific orbital angular momen-
tum of the BH (see Appendix A and Section 6.1 for a
discussion). We find that the mass ratio is almost always
reversed by the super-Eddington accretion in this model
variation, and thus also that the binary orbit widens in
almost all cases.
Stable mass transfer thus widens BBH systems. More-
over, the more mass is transferred, the wider the system
becomes and therefore stable super-Eddington accretion
widens BBH systems significantly. Widening the orbit
has a strong effect on the gravitational-wave merger
time, since it scales with the binary separation to the
fourth power (Peters 1964). Sufficiently wide BBH
systems cannot merge within a Hubble time through
gravitational waves alone.
The most massive BH that is part of a BBH system
that still merges within a Hubble time has a mass of
MBH ≈ 90 M. The most massive systems (MBH,1 ≥
70 M) in the stable accretion model that still merge
within a Hubble time experience a similar evolution.
Merging BBH systems after a long phase of stable super
Eddington accretion is only possible through a BH-kick
from the secondary BH. A ‘lucky’ BH-kick can increase
the binary eccentricity to nearly 1, which radically re-
duces the gravitational wave inspiral time (Peters 1964).
Significant BH-kicks are only implemented in our sim-
ulations for relatively low mass CO cores (≤ 15 M).
Therefore this evolutionary pathway is only possible
for relatively extreme mass ratio BBHs. Whether such
BBH systems exist in nature furthermore depends on
the physics of BH-kicks, which is a matter of debate.
The vast majority of the affected systems do not merge
within a Hubble time (central column, bottom row of
Figure 1). Only 0.1% of the merging BBH systems in
this model variation contain a BH with MBH ≥ 45 M
( f45 = 0.1± 0.03%). Moreover, the bulk of PISN mass
gap systems created in this model variation is not only
too wide to merge within a Hubble time, but is also too
wide to be detectable through all planned gravitational-
wave detectors such as LISA (based on values from Ni
2018).
4.1.3. Model variation 2: common envelope accretion
Our second model variation, which allows super-
Eddington accretion onto BHs during the inspiral phase
of a CE event, is displayed in the right-most column of
Figure 1. This model does produce BHs with masses
in the PISN gap, but the BHs are not as massive as
those resulting from our stable super-Eddington accre-
tion model.
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Figure 2. The maximum mass for accreting BHs in model
variation two, the CE accretion model, following Equation
2 as a function of the companion mass at the moment of
Roche-lobe overflow. This illustrates that only BHs with
a birth mass close to the PISN gap can potentially accrete
enough to end with a final mass in the gap.
The amount that BHs can accrete in this model,
∆Macc, is regulated by Equation 2, which effectively lim-
its the maximum mass that a BH can accrete to about
20 M. We illustrate this in Figure 2, where we plot
MBH = MBH,birth +∆Macc as a function of the compan-
ion mass at the onset of the CE, for different values of
MBH,birth. The figure shows that only BHs with high
birth masses can produce BHs with masses in the PISN
gap. The maximum potential BH mass is about 60 M,
but this mass can only be achieved under optimal and
idealized circumstances. In practice this limit is never
reached, both because of sampling effects, and because
of stellar winds, which eject part of the envelope be-
fore it can be transferred to the BH companion. In our
numerical simulations, the most massive BH formed is
MBH,max ≈ 57 M.
While this model does not favor the formation of ex-
tremely massive systems as found in model variation
1, it does favor the formation of BBHs in tight orbits.
A larger number of affected systems can thus merge
within a Hubble time through the emission of gravi-
tational waves with respect to the affected systems in
model variation 1, as can be seen in the bottom row of
Figure 1.
4.1.4. Model variation 3: Combined
Our combined model variation leads to the combined
effects of model variations 1 and 2, the stable accretion
and CE accretion models respectively. More BBH sys-
tems are affected by accretion in the combined model,
and the fraction of PISN gap mergers increases. How-
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ever, it does not lead to a significantly larger MBH,max ≈
103 nor a larger BH mass among the merging BBH pop-
ulation, MBH,max ≈ 90 M, than in our second model
variation. We find only about 2% PISN gap mergers
where one of the BHs is more massive than 45 M, i.e.
f45 ≈ 2.4%.
4.2. Total mass distribution
Analysis of gravitational wave merger signals provides
a more accurate determination for the total mass of
BBH mergers than for the individual BH masses. We
therefore show the distribution of the total BBH masses
(MBBH = MBH,1 + MBH,2) in Figure 3. The dis-
tributions are normalized and the individual BHs are
weighted according to the distributions of their initial
parameters. We have checked that the 1–σ statistical
sampling error is less than 0.001 for all bins. The blue-
shaded region marks the location of the PINS mass gap
for equal mass systems.
We furthermore provide the maximum total BBH
mass (MBBH,max) and the fractions of BBHs with a to-
tal mass MBBH higher than 60 M and 90 M ( fBBH,60
and fBBH,90 respectively, in Table 2.
4.2.1. All BBHs
The top panel of Figure 3 shows the distribution for
all BBHs formed in our simulations, including those that
are too wide to merge.
The assumptions we make in the second model vari-
ation (super-Eddington accretion during CE) appear to
have limited effect on the overall population of BBHs,
and the shape of the BBH mass distribution varies little
between the fiducial and CE accretion model (models 0
and 2).
Both the fiducial and CE accretion model avoid
the PISN mass gap. For the fiducial model
MBBH,max ≈ 86 M and fBBH,90 = 0%. Although the
maximum BBH system mass MBBH,max ≈ 99 for the
CE accretion model, fBBH,90 is only 0.1%.
As discussed in Section 4.1, the CE accretion model
only produces BBH mergers that are marginally in the
PISN mass gap. Figure 3 shows that such marginal BBH
mergers do not stand out as PISN mass gap systems
when MBBH is evaluated.
The stable accretion and combined model variations
(models 1 and 3) both display a clear tail of massive
systems. The maximum total BBH mass extends to
MBBH,max ≈ 144 M in both models. We find that ap-
proximately 12.7% and 12.2% of the BBH systems has
a mass of MBBH ≥ 90 M for model variation 1 and 3,
respectively.
All model variations peak in MBBH at approximately
30 to 40 M.
4.2.2. Merging BBHs
The middle panel of Figure 3 only shows BBH systems
that merge within a Hubble time.
The tail of massive systems from the stable accretion
and combined model variations is absent in the merging
populations, since nearly all of these systems are too
wide to merge (as discussed in Section 4.1).
We see that the subset of merging BBHs from the
first model variation (super-Eddington accretion during
stable mass transfer) is not significantly different from
the fiducial population of merging BBHs. For both the
fiducial and the first model variation fBBH,90 = 0% and
MBBH,max ≈ 84 M.
The second model variation (super-Eddington accre-
tion during CE) affects the subset of BBHs that merges
more strongly than the first model variation. We see
that the peak of the merging distribution is shifted to
higher masses with respect to the fiducial population,
which is reflected in the higher value of fBBH,60 ≈ 7.1%.
In other words, mass distribution of merging BBHs is
shifted to higher masses in the CE accretion model with
respect to the fiducial distribution. This effect is also
visible in the combined model variation, which closely
follows the merging BBH distribution of the CE accre-
tion model.
Although the peak of the merging distribution is
shifted to higher masses for our second and third model
variations, they do not produce a significant amount
of PISN mass gap events in terms of MBBH. Only
about 0.36% and 0.45% of the merging populations has
a MBBH > 90 M for model variation 2 and 3.
4.2.3. Merging BBHs reweighted
In the bottom panel of Figure 3 we apply a simple
re-weighting to the merging distribution to account for
the detection probability which scales approximately as
(MBH,1)
2.2, following Fishbach & Holz (2017). In this
panel, we show the 90% confidence intervals of the ob-
served MBBH values from Abbott et al. (2019a) at arbi-
trary heights with horizontal grey lines. This shows that
the total mass distribution as produced by our fiducial
model is able to form BBHs with total masses similar to
the detections from LIGO and Virgo’s first and second
observing runs.
Re-weighting the distribution results in the largest de-
viations from the fiducial simulation. In general the re-
weighting has a flattening effect on the distribution of
BBH masses, since the massive end (MBBH > 60 M) of
the distribution is boosted, while the intrinsic BBH dis-
tributions peak at low masses (approximately between
20 and 30 M).
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Figure 3. Top: Weighted distribution of the total BBH masses (MBBH) from our fiducial simulation (filled gray), the stable
super-Eddington accretion (dashed pink line), the simulation allowing super-Eddington accretion during a CE phase (dotted
green line) and the combined model (solid orange line). All distributions are normalized. The light blue region bordered by
dotted lines indicates the approximate location of the PISN gap assuming BHs of equal mass. Middle: The same as the top
panel, but restricted to BBH systems that are close enough to merge within a Hubble time. Bottom: The same as the middle
panel, but the population is re-weighted by the detection bias from LIGO/Virgo (Fishbach & Holz 2017). The 90% confidence
intervals of the observed MBBH values from Abbott et al. (2019a) are also shown as grey horizontal lines, at arbitrary heights.
The small fraction of BBHs with masses in the PISN
mass gap from the second and third model variation
becomes visible due to the re-weighting. However, we
see that BBH mergers with masses in the range 90 M ≤
MBBH < 100 M only constitute a few percent of the
re-weighted distribution. Moreover, none of the model
variations produces a merging BBH system with a mass
of MBBH ≥ 100 M.
We conclude that, despite our extreme assumptions
regarding accretion onto BHs, none of our model varia-
tions is able to significantly populate the PISN mass gap
with systems that merge in a Hubble time. Under our
most extreme assumptions, we find that in only about
0.45% of all cases, the BBH mass MBBH exceeds 90 M.
4.3. Mass ratios
Figure 4 displays the cumulative distribution function
of the mass ratio, q, defined as the ratio of the less mas-
sive over the more massive BH. Figure 4 shows that the
CE accretion model leads to similar mass ratios as the
fiducial model, but results in a slightly larger fraction of
mass ratios with q ≤ 0.35 when considering the merging
population (dash-dotted gray, and dotted green lines in
Figure 4).
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Table 2. The fractions of BBHs with a total mass MBBH higher than 60 and 90 M ( fBBH,60 and fBBH,90, respectively), and
the maximum total BBH mass (MBBH,max). The errors shown are the 1–σ estimate of the statistical sampling uncertainty.
All Merging
fBBH,60 fBBH,90 MBBH,max fBBH,60 fBBH,90 MBBH,max
Model % % ( M) % % ( M)
0. Fiducial 23.1 ± 0.3 0.0 86 5.8 ± 0.1 0.0 84
1. Stable super-Eddington 32.2 ± 0.4 12.7 ± 0.2 144 2.6 ± 0.1 0.01 ± 0.00 95
2. Common envelope accretion 23.4 ± 0.3 0.11 ± 0.01 99 7.1 ± 0.1 0.36 ± 0.03 99
3. Combined 32.6 ± 0.3 12.2 ± 0.2 146 6.2 ± 0.1 0.45 ± 0.03 99
The stable accretion model and combined model
(dashed pink, and solid orange line in Figure 4) lead
to a higher fraction of low mass ratio systems than the
fiducial model. For the combined model, we find that
about 40% (50%) of all (merging) BBHs have a mass
ratio of q ≤ 0.5. For the fiducial model, we find that
about 20% (40%) of all (merging) BBHs have a mass
ratio of q ≤ 0.5. Moreover, the stable accretion model
and combined model allow for more extreme mass ratios
with respect to the fiducial population, down to q ≈ 0.1.
These low mass ratios are caused by accretion onto the
first-born BH in the models where we allow for super-
Eddington accretion. This accretion increases the mass
of the first-born BH, and thus leads to BBHs with lower
mass ratios.
The 90% confidence interval of observed mass ratios
from LIGO/Virgo’s first and second observing run are
shown at the bottom right of Figure 4 (Abbott et al.
2016b). For most detections, the mass ratios are rel-
atively poorly constrained. Of special interest is the
recently announced GW190412, which is the only sys-
tem published so far with significantly unequal masses,
(q = 0.28+0.13−0.07, Abbott et al. 2020, blue line in Figure 4).
The formation of systems with such mass ratios is more
common in our models that allow for super Eddington
accretion. We find that about 30% of the merging fidu-
cial population has a mass ratio of q ≤ 0.41, which is the
upper limit of the 90% confidence interval for the mass
ratio of GW190412. This fraction increases to 40% of
the merging BBH population for the combined model
variation.
If we consider systems for which the individual masses
coincide with the the component masses inferred for
GW190412 (MBH,1 =29.7
+5.0
−5.3 M, MBH,2 =8.4
+1.7
−1.0 M,
Abbott et al. 2020), we find that 0.5% of the merg-
ing fiducial population coincides with GW190412. This
fraction increases to 3.6% for the merging population of
the Combined model. We further note that GW190412
shows evidence for spin, which may be expected for the
accreting BH. However, see Section 5.2.3 for a more in
depth discussion of the spins.
4.4. BBH merger rates
We briefly discuss simple estimates for the merger
rates that can be obtained directly from our simulations.
For this we closely follow the procedure outlined by Do-
minik et al. (2012), detailed in Appendix B. Table 3
provides an overview of the quantities discussed here.
In this work, we consider simulations at a fixed metal-
licity of Z=0.001, representative for the low metallic-
ity environments in which heavy BBHs are believed to
form (e.g. Abbott et al. 2016a). By choosing a fixed
low metallicity, we overestimate the BBH formation rate
and BBH merger rate. We furthermore assume the opti-
mistic CE model as discussed in Belczynski et al. (2020).
The optimistic CE model tends to lead to an overpredic-
tion of the BBH merger rate (e.g. Dominik et al. 2012).
Stevenson et al. (2017) find merger rates which are ap-
proximately 3 times lower for the pessimistic model with
respect to the optimistic model at Z = 0.001. Assum-
ing the optimistic model, their BBH merger rates at
Z = 0.001 are comparable to the rate estimate we find
for our Fiducial model.
Our estimates of the BBH merger rates should be con-
sidered as rough upper limits that enable comparison to
other work. For a more careful treatment we refer to
Neijssel et al. (2019) and Stevenson et al. (2019), who
consider different metallicities and account for the abun-
dance evolution through cosmic time. They also both
use the COMPAS suite, while assuming initial conditions
that are very similar to those adopted in our fiducial
model. They indeed find merger rates that are consis-
tent with the rates from Abbott et al. (2019a).
We first estimate the number of BBHs formed per
unit star forming mass that merge within a Hubble
time, dNtH/dMSFR and the number of BBHs formed
per unit star forming mass that merge within 10 Gyr
dN10/dMSFR. We find that both quantities vary only
slightly across our model variations, as can be seen in
Table 3. The physical assumptions we varied primarily
affect the amount of mass that BHs accrete and therefore
their masses, but these assumptions do not significantly
affect the rate of BBH mergers.
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution function of the mass ratio q, defined as the ratio of the less massive over the more massive
BH. The left panel shows all BBHs, while the right panels displays only the BBH population that merges within a Hubble time.
The 90% confidence interval of observed mass ratios are shown as gray lines for observations from LIGO/Virgo’s first and second
observing run (Abbott et al. 2019a), and as a blue line for GW190412. The CE accretion model has little effect on the mass
ratio distribution of BBHs. The stable accretion model variation and combined model variation shift the mass ratios to lower
values.
Table 3. Estimate of the BBH merger rates for our chosen fixed metallicity. We provide the total number of BBHs formed per
unit star-forming mass that merge within a Hubble time, dNtH/dMSFR, and within 10 Gyr, N10/MSFR, respectively. The BBH
merger rate for a synthetic Milky Way-like galaxy (RMWG), the volumetric BBH merger rate Rvol, and the volumetric merger
rate for BBHs with a component MBH > 45 M. The 1–σ estimate of the statistical sampling uncertainty is shown whenever
it exceeds 0.5% of the relevant value.
NtH/MSFR N10/MSFR RMWG Rvol Rvol,45
Model ( M· 10−5) ( M· 10−5) (Myr−1) (Gpc−3yr−1) (Gpc−3yr−1)
0. Fiducial 2.3 2.2 77 ± 0.3 897 ± 4 0.0
1. Stable super-Eddington 2.4 2.3 81 ± 0.3 937 ± 4 1.2
2. Common envelope accretion 2.2 2.0 72 ± 0.3 832 ± 3 11
3. Combined 2.1 2.0 71 ± 0.3 825 ± 3 19
We also estimate the total merger rates for a synthetic
Milky Way-like galaxy, RMWG and the consequential to-
tal volumetric merger rates Rvol. As stated above, these
rates are higher than the current estimates from Abbott
et al. (2019a) due to the fixed low metallicity, however
they are consistent with estimates from Stevenson et al.
(2017) and de Mink & Belczynski (2015). RMWG (and
consequently Rvol) are comparable for the fiducial and
first model variation. However, they are slightly lower
for the second and third model variation, which implies
that allowing for accretion during a CE leads to slightly
fewer BBH mergers. This can be understood as our
CE accretion model leading to more ‘failed’ common
envelopes that end in a stellar merger instead of a BBH.
Applying the fractional rates, f45, to the volumet-
ric merger rate for BBHs (Rvol), results in our esti-
mates of the PISN mass gap event rate, Rvol,45. For
our first model variation, the estimates of the PISN
mass-gap-event rates Rvol,45, are consistent with the
rates inferred by Fishbach et al. (2020) for gravita-
tional wave events in the first and second observing run.
They find Rvol,45 = 3.02
+12.97
−2.28 Gpc
−3 yr−1 under the as-
sumption of a flat-in-log prior for the mean merger rate
per bin. Assuming a power-law prior, Fishbach et al.
(2020) constrain the PISN mass gap merger rates to
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Rvol,45 = 1.79
+2.30
−1.23 Gpc
−3 yr−1. The second and third
model variation lead to estimates of the PISN mass-gap-
event rates that are higher than the current estimates
from Fishbach et al. (2020).
The uncertainties quoted in Table 3 result from the
sampling procedure. We note that the model uncertain-
ties are much larger, by orders of magnitude (e.g. Do-
minik et al. 2012; de Mink & Belczynski 2015; Chruslin-
ska et al. 2018) and that the rates are affected by the
choice of a constant metallicity Z = 0.001.
5. DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN DIFFERENT
PATHWAYS TO PISN MASS GAP EVENTS
In this paper we consider the possibility to form PISN
mass gap events through the isolated binary evolution-
ary channel. Various other pathways have been pro-
posed to produce PISN mass gap events, see Section 2.2
for a brief overview. In this Section, we compare our
results to the findings for other pathways that have
been proposed in the literature to create PISN mass gap
events.
This comparison is not straightforward. Different
studies have adopted different input assumptions, for
example concerning the location of the PISN mass gap.
Moreover, the few quantitative predictions that exist to
date often rely on relatively crude assumptions for com-
plex physical processes. It is to be expected that these
predictions will change with time as the models become
more sophisticated. The comparison we present here
reflects what is available in the literature to date.
We first briefly compare different pathways and their
predictions for the shape of the BBH mass distribution
(Section 5.1 and Figure 5 ), followed by predictions for
the maximum masses (Sect. 5.2.1), mass ratios (Sec-
tion 5.2.2) and BH spins (Section 5.2.3). A schematic
overview is provided in Figure 6.
5.1. The shape of the BBH mass distribution
In Figure 5, we compare various predictions for the
distribution of total BBH masses, MBBH, for systems
that merge within a Hubble time. This figure is similar
to the middle panel of Figure 3 except for the use of
a logarithmic y-axis, to highlight the differences in the
tail of the distribution. We consider BBHs with total
masses above 90 M to be PISN mass gap events. All
distributions are normalized to their respective popula-
tion of BBHs. This figure thus allows us to compare
the shape of the distributions but, at present, cannot
be used to infer which pathway contributes most signifi-
cantly to PISN mass gap since the relative contribution
from each pathway is unknown.
Sedda et al. (2020) argue that with enough detections,
the fraction of mergers with masses falling in the low
or high mass end of the BBH mass distribution can be
used to place constraints on the relative contribution of
different pathways to the overall population.
5.1.1. Isolated binaries
Our most optimistic simulation for super-Eddington
accretion in isolated binaries, which allows for accre-
tion onto BHs during both stable mass transfer, and CE
events is shown in filled red in Figure 3.
We find that isolated binaries will contribute less than
0.45% of mergers with MBBH ≥ 90 M. As discussed in
Section 4, although the maximum value of MBBH, i.e.
MBBH,max, increases with respect to our fiducial simu-
lation (model 0, shown in grey for reference), isolated
binary evolutionary does not significantly populate the
PISN mass gap.
Our results show that super-Eddington accretion in
interacting binaries can produce BBHs with total masses
larger than 90 M, but due to their typically large or-
bital periods (of approximately 100 days), we do not
expect these systems to merge as a result of isolated
binary interaction alone.
It is conceivable that a fraction of these binaries ex-
perience a decay of their orbits due to external factors.
For example, a significant number of massive binary
systems are born as part of a triple system or even higher
order multiple (e.g. Sana et al. 2014). Secular interac-
tions with a third companion such as Lidov-Kozai cycles
have been proposed to increase the merger rate (Toonen
et al. 2016; Kimpson et al. 2016; Antonini et al. 2017).
Furthermore, a fraction of massive binaries is born in
dense stellar environments, such as a globular or nuclear
star cluster. These binaries and their BH remnants can
be affected by a sequence of dynamical encounters and
exchanges (Rodriguez et al. 2016). The heavy BHs in
our models are good candidates for dynamical interac-
tions since they will be among the most massive BHs
formed in the cluster. As these sink to the center of the
cluster they will be prone to interact and take part in
dynamically-assisted mergers.
Simulating the combined effects of super-Eddington
accretion and external effects is beyond the scope of
this paper. However, we can explore the upper limits
of the contribution from super-Eddington accretion by
considering the distribution of total masses for our full
BBH population including those that are too wide to
merge due to gravitational waves alone (model 3 “al”,
dashed red line in Figure 5). About 12% of the BBHs in
this distribution have a total mass MBBH, that exceeds
2 × 45 = 90 M. This should be considered as an ex-
treme upper limit that we do not believe to be realistic.
The distribution of all BBH systems in our combined
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Figure 5. MBBH distribution for BBH systems from different pathways into the PISN mass gap. We compare the distribution
of total BBH masses, MBBH, of multiple generations of BH-mergers in globular clusters (green open squares, Rodriguez et al.
2019), multiple generations of BH-mergers in AGN disks (yellow open triangles, Sedda 2020) and stellar mergers in young
stellar clusters assuming full H-fallback during BH formation (closed dark blue circles, Di Carlo et al. 2019a) to the effect of
super-Eddington accretion in isolated binaries as discussed in this work. The grey line displays the merging population of BBH
systems from our Fiducial model (model 0) The dashed and filled orange distributions respectively show the total and merging
population of BBH systems from our most optimistic model variation (model 3 combined). The light blue region bordered by
dotted lines indicates the approximate location of the PISN gap assuming BHs of equal mass. All distributions are normalized
to their respective population of merging BBHs. This is therefore not a prediction for the number of PISN mass gap events.
model extends up to 145 M, showing a rise around 130–
145 M. This pile up results from BBH systems where
the first born BH gained mass through stable accretion
from its companion. This distinguishes this distribution
from other pathways, which all decline at high masses.
5.1.2. Globular clusters
We show results for globular clusters from Rodriguez
et al. 2019 (green open squares). In their simulations,
close BBHs form and tighten as a result of dynamical
interactions in the dense core of a globular star cluster.
Massive BHs that form as the result of an earlier BBH
merger may stay bound to the cluster if the merger recoil
is sufficiently small. These so-called second generation
BHs can have masses in the PISN gap. They can give
rise to PISN mass gap events if they pair and merge
with a third BH. We show the results from the most
optimistic model for all redshifts by Rodriguez et al.
2019 (as shown in the top left panel of their figure 3).
This model assumes zero birth spin for all black holes.
Low birth spin minimizes the BBH merger recoil during
the first merger event, enabling the resulting BH to take
part in a second merger.
Their distribution displays a significant drop around
90 M, which corresponds to two times the maximum
value for first generation mergers. For total masses be-
tween 90 and 125 M the distribution is dominated by
1st + 2nd generation mergers. A second drop exist, near
125 M, which is close to three times MBH,max. Events
with masses in excess of 125 M are primarily the re-
sult of 2nd +2nd generation BHs, which very rare. Their
distribution extends to MBBH ≈ 150 M.
Rodriguez et al. (2019) find that about 4% of the de-
tected BBHs will have MBBH ≥ 100 M for their most
optimistic model assuming zero birth spin for all BHs.
This pathway is the most efficient at producing very
massive events among all those we consider, at least in
relative terms. The fraction of events where the total
mass exceeds 90 M is about 5% in their simulations.
However, when a less optimistic model is assumed, i.e.
when the birth spin for BHs is assumed to be non-zero,
the rate of PISN mass gap events drops significantly. For
example, when assuming a birth spin of χbirth = 0.5 for
all BHs, they find that less than 0.1% of all BBH merg-
ers will have a total mass MBBH ≥ 100 M (as shown in
the bottom left panel of figure 3 from Rodriguez et al.
2019).
5.1.3. AGN disks
AGN disks have been proposed as promising sites that
allow for a sequence of multiple mergers and thus the
creation of PISN gap mergers in a similar way as globu-
lar clusters. The difference between these two pathways
arises from the larger escape speeds in AGN disks due
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to a deeper potential well. This opens the possibility
for higher generations of BHs in AGN disks, while the
contribution from 2nd + 2nd and > 3rd generation BHs
is expected to be negligible in globular clusters (Gerosa
& Berti 2019).
We compare our mass distribution to predictions from
Sedda (2020), extracted from the top panel of their fig-
ure 19, shown as yellow open triangles in Fig. 5. Their
distribution extends to about 140 M.
The fraction of events where the total mass exceeds
MBBH > 2 × 45 = 90 M is about 4% in their simu-
lations, which is comparable to the predictions by Ro-
driguez et al. (2019) for globular clusters when BHs are
born with zero spin.
5.1.4. Fallback of a hydrogen-rich envelope
Finally, we compare to a pathway studied by Di Carlo
et al. (2019a). They consider stellar mergers occuring
in young star clusters, involving at least one evolved
star. Such mergers are poorly understood, but they may
produce stars with overmassive hydrogen envelopes and
relatively small cores (Vigna-Go´mez et al. 2019). If the
core mass of such a merger product is below the limit for
pair pulsations, it is expected to collapse directly to a
BH. If it is assumed that the massive hydrogen envelope
is entirely accreted onto the forming BH, this can result
in a BH with a mass in the PISN mass gap. Dynamical
interactions within the cluster could later pair such a BH
with another BH, possibly facilitating a BBH merger.
We compare to the simulations from Di Carlo et al.
(2019a, their Figure 5 ), shown as closed dark blue circles
in Figure 5. They find BBH mergers with total masses
up about 130 M. This is higher than what we expect
from isolated binaries, but lower than what is claimed
for globular clusters and AGN disks.
The fraction of events where the total mass exceeds
MBBH > 2 × 45 = 90 M is about 3% in their simu-
lations, which is also slightly below the predictions for
globular clusters and AGN disks.
5.2. Predictions for masses, mass ratios and spins
The overview of predicted BBH mass distributions as
displayed in Figure 5 show that the BBH population
cannot be explained by the isolated binary evolution
channel alone if more than 1% of all BBH mergers has
a mass higher than 90 M. We will now discuss other
observables that might help distinguish between the dif-
ferent pathways considered in this work.
5.2.1. Maximum masses
In all our model variations, the amount of mass that
a BH can accrete is ultimately capped by the envelope
mass of the donor star. The most massive BBH system
that merges within a Hubble time has a mass 99 M,
though this is for extreme assumptions. We do find more
massive systems, up to about 144 M, but for those we
would need to invoke an external mechanism to merge
the system.
This maximum mass distinguishes this channel from
predictions by other proposed pathways. Simulations
of multiple BH mergers in massive globular clusters and
AGN disks are found to result in maximum BBH masses
of about 160 M (Rodriguez et al. 2019) and about
145 M (Sedda 2020) respectively. However, as long as
the merger product remains bound to the merger envi-
ronment, there is no reason to believe that these path-
ways have to adhere to any maximum value of MBBH.
Di Carlo et al. (2019a) find a maximum of 130 M for
a metallicity of Z = 0.02. The maximum mass resulting
from PISN mass gap events as discussed in Di Carlo
et al. (2019a) and Di Carlo et al. (2019b) are in essence
the sum of the maximum BH mass and the envelope
mass of the progenitor at the moment of BH formation
(i.e. MBH,max + Menv). When complete fallback of the
overmassive envelope is assumed, the maximum BBH
system mass is thus capped by the maximum possible
envelope mass prior to BH formation.
5.2.2. Mass ratios
PISN mass gap events resulting from the classical bi-
nary evolutionary channel may also be distinguished by
their mass ratios. Here we define q to be the mass ra-
tio of the less massive over the more massive BH. As
discussed in Section 4.3, accretion onto the first born
BH increases its mass, leading to events with more ex-
treme mass ratios. Figure 4 displays the mass ratios
for all BBH systems. When we focus on the mass ra-
tios of PISN mass gap systems, we find that our Com-
bined model predicts BBH systems that peak strongly
at q ≈ 0.4.
The merging population of PISN mass gap systems
from our Combined model predicts a wider range of mass
ratios: 0.2 < q < 0.7. These mass ratios are compara-
ble but slightly lower than those for PISN gap events
from stellar and globular clusters, which are expected
to peak around q ∼ 0.4 − 0.6 and q ∼ 0.5, respectively
(Rodriguez et al. 2019; Di Carlo et al. 2019a).
Mass ratios from BBH mergers in AGN disks are still
highly uncertain, but McKernan et al. (2020a) predict
that the median mass ratios of BBH mergers in AGN
disks will range from 0.20 to 0.97. However, when a
higher generation BH is involved (i.e. a BH formed
through multiple consecutive BBH mergers), mass ra-
tios can be expected to drop to very small values of q.
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Di Carlo et al. 2019b
Mirbabayi et al. 2019
Postnov et al. 2019
MBBH,max [M⨀] 146 99 ≈ 160 No maximum? ≈ 130 No maximum
q  of PISN gap system
lower mass/higher mass ≈0.4 0.2-0.7 ≈0.5 0.2-0.97, possibility to ~0.1 ≈0.4-0.6𝛘 1 Possibly spun up? Possibly spun up? ≈0.69 ≈0.69 Spinning progenitor? ≈0𝛘 2 natal natal ≈0 natal natal ≈0𝛘 eff =  𝐌𝐁𝐇𝟏 𝛘1 +𝐌𝐁𝐇𝟐𝛘2𝐌𝐁𝐁𝐇 #𝐋𝐍 ≈0.45, ≈0.75 ≈0.47 ≈0.46 ≈0.4
Spin orientation aligned aligned isotropic isotropic isotropic isotropic
fBBH,90
[MBBH >  90M⨀] 12.2±0.2% 0.45 ±0.03% 4.6% 4.4% 3.2%
Figure 6. Predicted characteristics of PISN mass gap events from different pathways. We compare the maximum BBH mass,
MBBH,max, the mass ratio q of the system defined as the ratio less massive over the more massive BH mass, the dimensionless
spin parameters of the BHs χ1 and χ2, the effective spin parameter, χeff , the expected spin orientation and the fraction of BH
systems with MBBH > 90 M.
This could possibly push q down to values lower than
q ∼ 0.1 when around 10 consecutive mergers or more
are allowed.
5.2.3. Spins
Bardeen (1970) argues that spin-up is expected as a
result of accretion in the case of a thin disk (see also
King & Kolb 1999; O’Shaughnessy et al. 2008). How-
ever, the (significantly) super-Eddington accretion rates
considered in this work are expected to result in thick
accretion disks or even near-radial inflow (Volonteri &
Rees 2005; Begelman et al. 2006; Pezzulli et al. 2016;
Johnson & Haardt 2016). It is not clear whether this
accretion geometry will lead to significant spin up. For
example, Tchekhovskoy et al. (2012) show that accu-
mulation of magnetic flux around the central regions of
the accreting BHs might cause the BH to spin down in-
stead of spinning up. Therefore we cannot, at present,
confidently predict the final spins of BHs.
Nevertheless, we attempt to provide an upper limit us-
ing the expression in Eq. 4 of Bardeen (1970) for thin ac-
cretion disks. Using this and the assumption of zero na-
tal spins, we find that the vast majority (> 75%) of the
accreting BHs are spun up to the maximum possible spin
value in our first model variation for stable mass trans-
fer. This results in effective spins of 0.65 < χeff < 0.8.
In our second model variation for CE accretion, we find
effective spins of 0.2 < χeff < 0.6. Our combined model
spans the whole range of effective spins and results in
0.2 < χeff < 0.85, with two distinct peaks, one around
χeff ≈ 0.45 and one around χeff ≈ 0.75. The merging
population of the combined model is dominated by the
effective spins of the CE accretion model and spans the
range χeff ≈ 0.2–0.6, with a peak around χeff ≈ 0.47.
We expect PISN mass gap events created through
super-Eddington accretion in isolated binaries to result
in relative alignment of the BH-spin with the orbit. The
spin of the first-born BH will likely align with the orbit
during the mass transfer phase. However, a natal kick of
the second born BH could possibly tilt the orbit. Given
the uncertainties in the spin itself we have chosen not to
model this, but we expect no, or very low velocity, natal
kicks for the most massive BHs.
For globular clusters, the optimal conditions for PISN
mass gap events as discussed in Rodriguez et al. (2019)
require two non-spinning BH for the first generation of
BHs, which are expected to produce BHs with spins
strongly peaked at χ ≈ 0.69. This implies that one
of the BHs involved in the PISN mass gap event is ex-
pected to have a spin of χ1 ≈ 0.69, while its companion
is expected to have its natal spin of χ2 ≈ 0.
Yang et al. (2019) predict that the effective spin dis-
tribution of BBHs is dominated by 1st + 2nd genera-
tion BHs. This suggests that the spin of the incoming
second generation BH will be strongly peaked around
χ1 ≈ 0.69, as explained above. Assuming all first gen-
eration BHs have the same mass, they find that due
to the random alignment of spins, this results in an ef-
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fective spin distribution that is peaked strongly around
χeff ≈ 0.4.
Furthermore, it is highly uncertain what BH spin is
expected for BBHs in stellar clusters when the BH-
progenitor is the end product of a stellar merger (as
suggested in Di Carlo et al. 2019a). One might intu-
itively argue that such a stellar merger would lead to a
spinning BH progenitor, however Schneider et al. (2019)
show that stellar mergers can result in a slowly spin-
ning merger product. In any case, the connection be-
tween BH spin and its progenitor is highly uncertain,
even more so when an overmassive envelope is specu-
lated to fall back during BH formation (see e.g. Heger
et al. 2005; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013; Belczynski et al.
2020).
The BBH systems leading to PISN mass gap events
formed in globular clusters, AGN disks, and stel-
lar clusters are all dynamically assembled. For such
dynamically-assembled BBHs, the angle between the or-
bital angular momentum and the BH spins is expected
to be distributed isotropically (Rodriguez et al. 2016).
This results in misaligned spin orientation in the major-
ity of cases and suggests that the distribution of χeff is
also symmetric and centered on zero (Rodriguez et al.
2019).
Lastly, the spin of primordial BHs is conventionally
believed to be small (Mirbabayi et al. 2020; Luca et al.
2019). BBHs consisting of primordial BHs are expected
to be dynamically assembled and thus have isotropically
distributed spins (Rodriguez et al. 2016).
In conclusion, it is extremely difficult to distinguish
between the different pathways to PISN mass gap
events. At the time of writing, predictions from dif-
ferent pathways for the maximum masses, mass ratios,
and BH spins are not sufficiently constrained to deci-
sively differentiate between pathways.
In light of the above discussions, we find that the com-
bination of extreme mass ratios and an aligned spin ori-
entation in a BBH system with MBBH ≤ 100 M could
be indicative of BHs that underwent super-Eddington
accretion from a companion star (Figure 6). We ex-
pect that our ability to distinguish between the different
pathways will be improved with upcoming gravitational-
wave surveys which will enhance constraints on both the
rates and properties of (PISN mass gap) mergers.
6. DISCUSSION
This work examines whether the classical isolated bi-
nary evolutionary channel can produce BBH mergers
with a component in the pair instability mass gap (a
PISN mass gap event). Under our most extreme as-
sumptions (i.e., those that favor the mass growth of
black holes most strongly) we find about 2% of all
BBH mergers at Z = 0.001 to be PISN mass gap
events and we find a maximum mass for a BH in-
volved in a PISN mass gap event of MBH,max = 90 M.
Moreover, under these assumptions, we find only about
0.45% of the merging BBH systems have a total mass
MBBH ≥ 90 M, and we find no merging BBH systems
with masses of MBBH ≥ 100 M.
We discuss how robust these main findings are against
variations in the assumptions about mass transfer in
Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, and consider further caveats in
Section 6.3. We conclude by speculating on the effects of
super-Eddington accretion in binaries to the lower mass
gap in Section 6.2.
6.1. Variations in mass transfer
Most of the heavy BBHs in our simulations are too
wide to merge within a Hubble time (see Section 4).
The BBHs that do merge as PISN mass gap events are
only marginally in the PISN mass gap since they have
accreted less mass than their non-merging counterparts.
We first discuss additional mechanisms that could shrink
the BBH orbits and whether this could increase the rate
of PISN mass gap events in Section 6.1.1. This is fol-
lowed by a discussion on whether there are any possibil-
ities left to accrete more mass onto the BHs in Section
6.1.2.
6.1.1. Shrinking the binary orbit
In our first model variation, we have assumed that
BHs can accept all the mass that is available from their
donor star. We thus assume that the total mass and
angular momentum is conserved. If instead a fraction of
the mass is lost, this lost mass will carry away angular
momentum, which leads to a different orbital evolution.
Observations of X-ray binary systems show evidence
for outflows resulting from the accretion disk around a
black hole (e.g. Blundell & Bowler 2005; Remillard &
McClintock 2006). The effect of such an outflow on the
binary orbit can be modeled assuming that a fraction of
the transferred mass (β) is accreted and the remainder is
lost from the system carrying away the specific angular
momentum of the accretor (Soberman et al. 1997). It
can be shown that under these assumptions the orbit
widens irrespective of the chosen mass transfer efficiency
(value of β), as long as the mass of the accreting black
hole becomes large relative to the donor mass (Md). For
low β this implies the orbit widens as soon as MBH &
0.76 times the mass of the donor (see Appendix A for
the derivation). This condition is typically met for the
progenitors of systems that can form PISN mass gap
systems. This is a robust result that is also valid for
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other binaries that do not evolve into BHs (Renzo et al.
2019).
We thus conclude that lowering the mass transfer ef-
ficiency under these assumptions does not increase the
number of PISN mass gap mergers.
We can furthermore consider what happens when
mass is lost with a higher specific angular momentum.
For example, mass lost from the outer Lagrangian point
may be ejected to form a circumbinary disk. This mode
of mass loss leads to rapid shrinking of the orbit for
almost all variations of mass transfer efficiency (see Ap-
pendix A for details). Test simulations show that most
BHs plunge into the companion’s envelope, unless the
mass transfer efficiency is highly fine-tuned. It is un-
clear what is the fate of such systems.
In conclusion, we do not expect that variations in
the mass transfer efficiency can significantly increase the
number of PISN gap mergers.
6.1.2. Can we accrete even more?
The most massive black hole involved in a BBH
merger in our simulations has a mass of MBH,max ≈
90 M. Can MBH,max be taken as a robust upper
limit or are there uncertainties that allow us to increase
MBH,max further?
During stable mass transfer we already assume a mass
transfer efficiency of 100%. However, in our CE accre-
tion model, the BHs typically accrete less than 20% of
the companions mass (see also Figure 2). While the
assumptions in our second model variation are already
extreme, it is worthwhile to consider what happens if
BHs are allowed to accrete even more during the CE
inspiral phase.
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Figure 7. The fraction of BBH mergers with a component
mass MBH > 45 M (i.e. f45), as a function of the fraction
of the companion’s envelope that is accreted during each CE
mass transfer episode. Each point represents one simulation
from the additional exploratory grid of 17 simulations dis-
cussed in Section 6.1.2.
To investigate this, we ran a grid of 17 additional sim-
ulations with the same setup as for our second model
variation (as described in Section 3), but now assuming
that a fixed fraction facc of the envelope is accreted onto
the BH. We vary facc between 0.0 and 0.99. We still es-
timate the final separations by considering the binding
energy of the envelope, after subtracting the mass ac-
creted by the BH. These additional simulations are run
at a lower resolution of 105 systems per simulation.
Figure 7 shows the fractional rate of PISN gap merg-
ers, fgal,45 as a function of facc. We see that the rate of
PISN gap mergers increases with facc and peaks when
BHs are assumed to accrete about 85% of their compan-
ions envelope. This simulation predicts as many as 42%
of BBH mergers from PISN mass gap systems. For even
higher values of facc, we see that there is not enough
of the envelope left to sufficiently shrink the orbit. We
note that such high rates for PISN gap mergers are al-
ready contradicted by first and second LIGO and Virgo
observing run (Abbott et al. 2019b).
These simulations further show that we can only ob-
tain a significant fraction of PISN gap mergers (> 2%)
when BHs accrete at least 35% of their companion’s en-
velope mass during the envelope inspiral. This would
suggest accretion rates that significantly surpass the
Hoyle-Lyttleton accretion rate (MacLeod & Ramirez-
Ruiz 2015) during every CE event. We consider it un-
likely that such high rates are physical.
We thus consider it very unlikely that MBH,max can
be significantly increased beyond the values as quoted
in Tables 1 and 2 for systems originating from isolated
binary evolution.
6.2. Effects of super-Eddington accretion on the lower
mass gap
If all BHs that enter a CE-phase are allowed to ac-
crete at a super-Eddington rate, we could hypothesize
that the same accretion model would apply to neutron
stars, as was originally suggested by Houck & Chevalier
(1991) Fryer et al. (1996) and Popham et al. (1999). Al-
lowing for accretion onto neutron stars during every CE
event following Eq. 2 could create an overabundance of
BHs and possibly leads to BH neutron star and binary
neutron star rates that are inconsistent with the current
estimates from Abbott et al. (2019b).
We consider the consequences of super-Eddington ac-
cretion onto NS stars and whether this can populate
the lower mass gap between neutron stars and BHs (be-
tween 3 and 5 M) by evaluating the effect of applying
Equation 2 to mass ranges that are relevant for neutron
stars.
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Figure 8. The maximum mass for an accreting NS accord-
ing to Equation 2 as a function of the companion mass at
the moment of Roche-lobe overflow. This illustrates that
only neutron stars that are born close to the lower mass gap
will be able to accrete enough to end with a final mass in the
lower mass gap.
In Figure 8 we show the maximum mass for accreting
NS according to Equation 2 as a function of the compan-
ion mass at the moment of Roche-lobe overflow. This
illustrates that only neutron stars that are born close to
the lower mass gap will be able to accrete enough to end
with a final mass in the gap. We thus expect that ex-
tending our model variation 2 to mass ranges relevant for
neutron stars, would not significantly pollute the lower
mass gap, which is in accordance with the findings in
MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz (2015).
6.3. Caveats
We emphasize that the simulations presented in this
paper are extreme by design. We do not consider them
realistic, but they are chosen to constrain the maximum
amount by which the isolated binary evolutionary chan-
nel can pollute the PISN mass gap.
Our results are subject to all caveats that apply to
population synthesis simulations that make use of ap-
proximate evolutionary algorithms (see e.g., Langer
et al. 2020). Of primary concern is the treatment of
the common-envelope phase, which is one of the least
understood phases of binary interaction. A specific ex-
ample is the stability of mass transfer in cases where
the donor star evolves to become a convective red giant
(e.g., Pavlovskii & Ivanova 2015; Pavlovskii et al. 2016,
and references therein). The treatment we adopt in
our second model variation is inspired by the results of
hydro-dynamical simulations by MacLeod & Ramirez-
Ruiz (2015) and uses very simple scaling arguments as
a recipe for accretion onto the compact object. The
predictions for the final separation after the common
envelope phase are based on simple energy arguments
(Webbink 1984). The treatment of this process is sim-
plistic, and we hope this will be reconsidered carefully
in future work as the understanding of the common-
envelope phase increases.
We are further affected by uncertainties in massive
star evolution. The main open questions concern the
role of stellar wind mass loss (e.g., Smith 2014; Renzo
et al. 2017), and interior mixing (e.g., Maeder & Meynet
2000), which affect the final core masses and radial evo-
lution. The algorithms used in our simulations are based
on detailed evolutionary simulations for single stars with
masses up to 50 M. Above 50 M we rely on extrapo-
lations of fits.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
In this work we investigate the BBH population in
the pair-instability mass gap due to isolated binaries,
by allowing for accretion onto BHs at a super-Eddington
rate from their stellar companions. We accomplish this
by means of the population synthesis code COMPAS.
We place an upper limit on the contribution of iso-
lated binaries to creating PISN mass gap events, de-
fined as BBH mergers that contain a component with
MBH > 45 M. We find that a substantial population
of BBH systems with a component in the PISN mass
gap can be formed via stable super-Eddington accre-
tion onto BHs (see Figure 1). However, these systems
will not contribute to the BBH merger rate since their
binary orbits are typically too wide to merge within a
Hubble time (Table 3).
In our most optimistic model, which allows for ac-
cretion onto BHs during both stable mass transfer and
during a CE phase (model 3, combined), we find that
less than about 2% of all BBH mergers are expected
to contain one component in the PISN mass gap (see
Table 1). Moreover, only about 0.5% of the merging
BBH systems in this model variation have a total mass
MBBH ≥ 90 M (see Figure 3 and Table 2). By de-
sign this model includes extreme assumptions about
the accretion physics. More conventional assumptions
significantly lower these fractions.
Our results show that the classical isolated binary for-
mation scenario of BBHs is not expected to significantly
pollute the pair-instability mass gap when compared to
other pathways proposed in the literature (see Figure 5).
None of our simulations produce a merging BBH system
with a total mass MBBH ≥ 100 M (Table 2).
We argue that BBH systems with MBBH ≤ 100 M
and extreme mass ratios, combined with an aligned spin
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orientation could be indicative of BHs that underwent
super-Eddington accretion from a companion star (Fig-
ure 6). However, at the time of writing, predictions
from different pathways for the maximum masses, mass
ratios and BH spins are not sufficiently constrained to
decisively differentiate between pathways.
We predict that the BBH population cannot be ex-
plained by the isolated binary evolution channel alone
if more than 1% of all BBH mergers has a mass higher
than 90 M. Future detections of PISN mass gap events
will enable us to determine the relative contribution of
different channels to the overall population of BBHs.
Our finding that the isolated binary evolutionary sce-
nario does not introduce significant uncertainties for the
existence and location of the PISN mass gap are promis-
ing. This strengthens the predictive power that can be
drawn from MBH,max for constraining the relative con-
tribution of different formation scenarios (Sedda et al.
2020), the physics of the progenitors including nuclear
reaction rates (Farmer et al. 2019), and possibly even
the Hubble constant (e.g. Farr et al. 2019).
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APPENDIX
A. ANGULAR MOMENTUM LOSS DURING (NON) CONSERVATIVE MASS TRANSFER
To evaluate the evolution of the binary separation during mass transfer, we need to quantify the angular momentum
that is lost from the system. For this purpose we follow classical arguments describing the details of mass transfer in
binaries, (e.g. those presented in van den Heuvel 1994 and similarly Section 4 from Renzo et al. 2019, and references
therein).
The orbital evolution of binaries is well constrained by the change in total orbital angular momentum, J:
J2 = G
M2dM
2
a
Md + Ma
a(1− e2) (A1)
with G the gravitational constant, a the orbital separation, e the eccentricity and Md the mass of the donor star, annd
MBH the mass of the accreting BH.
We parametrise the amount of mass lost from the system with a conservativeness parameter β, defining M˙BH =
−β M˙d where M˙BH and −M˙d are the mass accretion and donation rates respectively. We furthermore approximate
the specific orbital angular momentum of the ejected matter as γ times the specific angular momentum of the binary.
The specific angular momentum of the ejected matter, hloss, can then be rewritten in terms of γ and β:
hloss = γ
J
M1 + M2
=
J˙
M˙1 + M˙2
,
→ J˙
J
=
γ(1− β)M˙d
Md + Ma
.
(A2)
Using Eq. A1 we can derive a very general formula for the change in angular momentum:
2
J˙
J
= 2
M˙d
Md
+ 2
M˙a
Ma
− M˙d + M˙a
Md + Ma
+
a˙
a
+
(−2ee˙)
(1− e2) (A3)
In the case of Roche-lobe overflow we assume the orbit is fully circularised, and thus the last term is zero (see e.g.
Soberman et al. 1997, for an expression of the orbital evolution incuding eccentricity). Substituting the result from
Eq. A2 and the definition of β, we can write this for the orbital evolution;
a˙
a
= −2M˙d
Md
{
1− β Md
MBH
− (γ + 1
2
)(1− β) Md
Md + MBH
}
(A4)
or, rewriting to explicitly show the dependence on our different parametrisation parameters:
a˙
a
= −2M˙d
Md
{1− f(β,MBH,Md, γ)} (A5)
Since M˙d < 0, we see that the orbit shrinks (a˙ < 0) as soon as f(β, q, γ) is larger than one.
It is now a matter of specifying γ and β.
A.1. Varying the mass conservation
In this work we assume isotropic reemission of the ejected matter. This assumes that the mass is ejected from
the vicinity of the accretor, e.g. when mass is lost via bipolar outflows from a compact object. In this case we can
approximate γ1 = Md/MBH (e.g. Soberman et al. 1997). We can rewrite Equation A5 as
f(β, q, γ1) =
β
q
+
(
1
q
+
1
2
)
(1− β) 1
q + 1
> 1 orbit shrinks, (a˙ < 0)< 1 orbit widens, (a˙ > 0) , (A6)
where we have used q ≡ MBH/Md to describe the mass ratio.
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Figure 9. Parametrisation of the specific orbital angular momentum evolution that determines whether mass transfer will
shrink (above the dashed black line) or widen (below the dashed black line) the binary orbit. The conservativeness parameter
β varies from completely non-conservative (β = 0) to completely conservative (β = 1). This assumes isotropic reemission of the
ejected matter, i.e., assuming the ejected matter carries the specific angular momentum of the accretor.
Figure 9 displays the condition for widening or shrinking the orbit (Eq. A6) as a function of the mass ratio and the
conservativeness parameter. In the case of stable mass transfer from a star onto a BH, the binary typically starts with
q ≤ 1 and then moves to higher q. For fully non-conservative mass transfer (β = 0.0) the system will widen as soon
as the mass ratio q > qwiden = 0.76. For fully conservative mass transfer (β = 1.0) the system will widen as soon as
the mass ratio q > qwiden = 1.0. Systems where the accreting BH is more massive than the donor at the start of the
stable mass transfer will always widen.
Figure 9 shows that mass transfer will always widen the orbit when the mass ratio q is larger than some mass ratio
qwiden, as long as the lost mass is presumed to carry the specific angular momentum of the accretor. We therefore
expect high amounts of mass transfer to always lead to significant widening of the binary system, regardless of the
conservativeness of the mass transfer, and thus prevent the BBH from merging within a Hubble time.
In model 1, allowing for stable super Eddington accretion onto BHs, we assume the mass transfer is completely
conservative (β = 1). Based on Figure 9 we conclude that varying the mass conservation in model 1 would still lead
to significant widening of the BBHs and thus would not change our main conclusions.
A.2. Varying the specific angular momentum lost
If the mass that is lost from the system carries sufficiently high specific angular momentum, the orbit will shrink. If
the lost mass ends up in a Keplerian orbit around the binary, it is called a circumbinary ring. This may occur when
mass escapes through the outer Lagrangian point, L2. The angular momentum of such a ring would correspond to
(Artymowicz & Lubow 1994a):
γ2 =
(Md + MBH)
2
MdMBH
√
α, (A7)
where α = aring/a is the ratio of the orbital separation of the binary over the distance between the circumbinary ring
and the center of mass. For typical parameter of viscous disks, the location of the inner edge of a circumbinary disk
varies between 1.8a and 2.6a (Artymowicz & Lubow 1994b).
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Equation A5 can then be rewritten as:
f(β, q, γ2) =
β
q
+
(1 + q)(1− β)
q
√
α+
1− β
2(q + 1)
√
α
> 1 orbit shrinks, (a˙ < 0)< 1 orbit widens, (a˙ > 0) . (A8)
We have calculated the effect of this mode of non-conservative mass transfer for α = 2. Larger α lead to higher
a˙, though varying between 1.8a and 2.6a has little effect. We find that non-conservative mass transfer (β ≤ 0.3) in
combination with high mass-transfer rates leads to shrinking of the binary orbit in a runaway fashion, which leads to
a stellar merger. The orbit will shrink with increasing speeds (increasing f(β, q, γ2)) as the mass ratio q increases.
For mass transfer with slightly to highly conservative mass transfer (β ≥ 0.3) it is unclear what the fate of the
systems will be. Test simulations using α = 2, indicate that most BHs in this situation will plunge into their
companions envelope, unless the mass transfer efficiency is highly fine-tuned. More detailed simulations of this specific
scenario are needed to determine its plausibility.
B. BH FORMATION YIELDS AND MERGER RATES
Our calculation of the BH formation yields follow Dominik et al. (2012) and Neijssel et al. (2019) but includes the
weights from the adaptive sampling (as described in Broekgaarden et al. 2019).
We start by calculating the total stellar mass contained in a synthetic galaxy (M?,gal), assuming a Kroupa (2001)
initial mass function with initial masses in the range 0.08− 200 M. We compute the subset of this synthetic galaxy
that is spanned by our set of initial parameters (M?,sub−gal) by integrating over the volume of initial parameter space.
In our simulations, we adopt a binary fraction fbin = 0.5 (e.g. Sana et al. 2013) and draw initial masses in the range
20− 150 M. The fraction of the synthetic Universe that is spanned by our initial parameter space is now computed
as follows:
fsim =
M?,sub−gal
M?,gal
. (B9)
The total star forming mass that our simulation represents is given by:
MSF = Msim · f−1sim, (B10)
where Msim is the total initial mass that is evolved in COMPAS. This is used to calculate the number of merging BBHs
formed per unit of star forming mass:
NBBH,tH
MSFR
=
∑N
i δtH,iwi
MSF
, with δtH,i =
1, if type(i)= BBH, and tdelay,i < tH0, otherwise . (B11)
Here NBBH,tH is the total number of BBHs formed with a coalescence time that is less than the Hubble time, δtH,i is
the Dirac delta function that equals 1 for a BBH system with a coalescence time that is less than the Hubble time,
i.e. if it merges within the age of the Universe, and N is the total number of samples in the simulation N= 1 × 106.
Finally, wi is the formation weight of the binary based on the adaptive importance sampling algorithm as described
in Broekgaarden et al. (2019). We estimate the absolute 1–σ statistical sampling uncertainty on the number of BBHs
that merge in a Hubble time NBBH,tH by computing the variance about the mean, that is
σ2 ≈
N∑
i
(δ2tH,iw
2
i )−
[∑N
i (δtH,iwi)
]2
N
, (B12)
We calculate merger rates for a synthetic galaxy following the same procedure as Belczynski et al. (2016a) and de
Mink & Belczynski (2015). For this purpose, we calculate the number of coalescing BBHs occurring in a synthetic
galaxy, observed per Myr today;
NBBH,gal =
NBBH,10
MSFR
· SFRgal · tgal, (B13)
with a constant star formation rate, SFRgal = 3.5 M yr−1 , and a galaxy lifetime tgal = 10 Gyr. These properties
are chosen to resemble the Milky Way (following estimates from Flynn et al. 2006; McMillan 2011). The number of
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merging BBH systems per unit star forming mass, NBBH,10/MSFR, is defined in a similar way as in Equation B11,
but we now require the BBHs to merge in less than the age of the galaxy, tgal = 10 Gyr. The statistical sampling
uncertainty on NBBH,10 is estimated analogous to equation B12.
The merger rate per synthetic galaxy is then calculated as
RMWG =
NBBH,gal
tgal
[Myr−1], (B14)
note that the age of the synthetic galaxy tgal, cancels out in this equation. tgal only appears in the equivalent of
Equation B11, when calculating the number of merging BBH systems per unit star forming mass.
The merger rate per synthetic galaxy can be converted into an approximate volumetric rate following:
Rvol = 10
3
[
ρgal
Mpc−3
] [
RMWG
Myr−1
]
yr−1Gpc−3 (B15)
where ρgal = 0.0116 Mpc
−3 is the local density of Milky Way-like galaxies (e.g. Kopparapu et al. 2008).
All uncertainty ranges on the formation yields and merger rates as quoted in this work are estimates of the 1–σ
statistical sampling uncertainty following from Equation B12.
C. REMNANT MASS PRESCRIPTION
To calculate the remnant masses we adopt the delayed model from Fryer et al. (2012) for estimated CO core masses
at the moment of core collapse MCO < 30 M, while we follow Farmer et al. (2019) for MCO > 30 M.
Previous works studying the PISN gap (Stevenson et al. 2017; Belczynski et al. 2016a) use Fryer et al. (2012) for
MCO > 30 M. Fryer et al. (2012) compute the remnant mass based on the estimated helium core masses at the
moment of core collapse while Farmer et al. (2019) account for a PISN and compute the remnant mass based on
the estimated CO core masses at the moment of core collapse. Mapping between the helium core masses and PISN
depends on uncertain physics such as the efficiency and extent of mixing (overshooting) which varies between models
and with wind mass loss. The CO core mass at the moment of supernova is therefore a more robust parameter than
the helium core mass at the moment of supernova to map the pre-supernova stellar properties to the final remnant
mass (Farmer et al. 2019).
For MCO > 30 M the prescription from Farmer et al. (2019) results in lower remnant masses with respect to
the prescriptions from Fryer et al. (2012). This is because Fryer et al. (2012) does not account for pulsational pair-
instability supernovae. The maximum BH mass formed in our simulation at Z = 0.001 for Farmer et al. (2019) is
MBH,max = 43.4 M, while MBH,max = 54 M for Fryer et al. (2012).
D. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
For each model variation, we provide a python file describing the initial conditions as used in each of our 4
model variations described in Section 3, and a HDF file containing i.a. a list of compact object properties as re-
sulting from our COMPAS simulations at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3746936 and https://liekevanson.github.io/
IsolatedBinaries PISNgap.html.
